
ABSTRACT 

CONG, HUI. Fabrication and Tissue Anchoring Performance of Nylon and Polypropylene 
Barbed Surgical Sutures. (Under the direction of Dr. Martin W. King). 
 
Barbed surgical sutures have been approved by the Food & Drug Administration for use in 

plastic and cosmetic surgical procedures. The main advantage of this suture is that the barbs 

project out, penetrate, and anchor with surrounding tissue all along the suture’s length, thus 

eliminating the need for tying a knot. While this barbed suture technology is widely accepted 

clinically for skin wound closure, its suitability in other applications, such as tendon repair, 

has yet to be proven. The objective of the current study was to evaluate the anchoring 

performance of barbed sutures in porcine skin and tendon tissues. Nylon and polypropylene 

(PP) size 0, and PP size 2-0 barbed monofilament sutures were fabricated using a special 

barb cutting instrument with two cut depths, namely 40% and 50% of the filament diameter 

for skin and tendon tissues respectively. The anchoring performances of these three types of 

barbed sutures in porcine skin and tendon tissues were determined by using an in vitro pull-

out test on a universal mechanical tester. Tensile properties and microscopic analysis of 

suture samples were measured both before and after the pull-out test. Two different types of 

barb geometric configurations were fabricated with high uniformity, and barb projection was 

observed to be greater in the more crystalline, stiffer polypropylene material. The hypothesis 

that two post-suturing conditioning treatments, incubation and cyclic loading could make a 

significant difference on the tissue anchoring ability of the fabricated sutures was rejected. 

Other possible factors, such as barb engagement and needle to suture diameter ratio were 

thought to influence the anchoring performance. Barb engagement and disengagement were 

analyzed during the tissue/suture pull-out test protocol, and found to depend of the barb’s 

behavior in terms of bending and peeling.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

After decades’ of theoretical study, hundreds of clinical trials and thousands of patients, 

innovative barbed surgical sutures at last have been approved by the United Sates Food & 

Drug Administration for use in plastic and cosmetic surgical procedures [1].  

The main advantage of this suture is that the barbs project out, penetrate, and anchor with 

surrounding tissue all along the suture’s length, thus eliminating the need for tying a knot. 

This knotless suture is much easier to use, particularly in non-invasive procedures. Since its 

innovation is based on traditional monofilament sutures, barbed sutures are made from both 

non-absorbable and absorbable polymeric materials. Both academic research and clinical 

trials have proven their reliability and efficacy in wound closure [2-4]. The application of 

barbed surgical sutures is mainly focused on cosmetic and plastic surgeries, such as a facelift, 

ptosis repair and breast reconstruction [5]. In addition to their reliability, efficacy and patient 

satisfaction with their post-operative appearance, other advantages include reduced suturing 

time and improved flexibility when used in space-limited surgeries such as laparoscopic and 

robot-assisted surgeries [6, 7].  

 

1.2 Problem statements 

The commercial market for barbed surgical sutures has been growing rapidly, thanks to the 

tissue anchoring ability with projected barbs all along the length of the suture eliminating the 

need to the knots. However, sometimes surgeons choose barbed sutures because of the 
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improved suturing time efficiency rather than their tensile anchoring ability [8, 9]. While this 

barbed suture technology is widely accepted clinically for skin wound closure, its suitability 

in other applications, such as tendon repair, has yet to be proven. In order to achieve the same 

and even higher anchoring performance than conventional sutures secured with knots, it is 

important to optimize the barb geometry design for different tissues so as to achieve the best 

barb engagement with surrounding tissues. At the present time, the tissue/suture pull-out test 

is the most appropriate way to measure the tissue anchoring ability in vitro before 

implantation in an in vivo test [3]. Based on a preliminary test, tissue simulants like chamois 

leather and polyurethane foam have not been found to mimic real tissue due to their highly 

cross-linked structure.  Viable animal tissues are more suitable materials to measure the 

tissue anchoring ability of barbed sutures.  

 

1.3 Goals and Objectives 

The overall goal of this study was to evaluate the skin and tendon tissue anchoring 

performance of various types and geometries of barbed sutures, namely nylon size 0, 

polypropylene size 0 and polypropylene size 2-0 for both porcine skin and tendon tissues.  

Two pre-conditioning treatments, post-suturing incubation time and cyclic loading, were 

designed to see whether they provide a significant improvement in the tissue anchoring 

ability of these barbed sutures. So the hypothesis to be tested in this study was that these pre-

conditioning treatments would significantly improve the tissue anchoring ability by 

improving barb engagement with surrounding tissues. 
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With the guidance of this general goal, six objectives were established as following: 

1) To fabricate barbed surgical nylon and polypropylene sutures with two specific geometric 

designs based on Ingle’s research results [3]. The barb geometry for porcine skin tissue 

was 170° cut angle and 40% cut depth, while for porcine tendon tissue it was 170° cut 

angle and 50% cut depth. 

2) To compare the barb configurations of nylon and polypropylene sutures to find whether 

the suture material will influence the barbs’ appearance. 

3) To determine whether two specially designed pre-conditioning treatments, namely post-

suturing incubation and cyclic loading, will improve the tissue anchoring performance of 

the fabricated barbed sutures. 

4) To determine the barbed suture with the highest pull-out force in skin and tendon tissues 

from among the different types of fabricated sutures. 

5) To discover the factors that influence the tissue anchoring ability of barbed sutures, such 

as the barb openness, barb engagement with the surrounding tissues, the type of suture 

material, and the needle to suture diameter ratio. 

6) To explore how barbs function during different stages of the pull-out test procedure. 

 

1.4 Limitations 

1. The barbed sutures used in this study were made by a specially designed and unique 

cutting instrument in our laboratory. 
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2. Due to the limited supply of porcine tissue samples, the sample size for each group was 

insufficient to provide strong statistical power to the results. 

3. The results of this in vitro study should not be generalized and applied to other commercial 

products or other animal and human clinical trials.  

4. The measurement of the barb geometric conformations, especially the cut depth in 

micrometer scale was done by image software, which has limited accuracy. 

5. The preparation and suturing of the tissue/suture specimens were performed by an 

untrained researcher with limited suturing skills. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction of surgical sutures 

2.1.1 History 

Surgical sutures are the basic surgical device for wound closure and the promotion of healing 

after surgery or injury. The use of surgical sutures to close wounds can be traced back to 

3000 BC in ancient Egypt. It is said that the earliest known suture has been found in a 

mummy from 1100 BC [10]. Due to the limited selection of materials in ancient times, 

surgical sutures were obtained directly from nature, such as the jaws and heads of beetles and 

ants, as well as pig bristles [11]. Other natural materials, which were similar to current 

surgical sutures, included linen, cotton, silk, hair and animal gut. 

2.1.2 Materials 

In the field of biomedical implantable devices for the human body, surgical sutures currently 

take the largest portion of the biomaterials market, exceeding $1.3 billion each year [12]. An 

ideal suture material is supposed to have the following characteristics [13]: 

1) Elicit minimal inflammation 

2) Possess high tensile strength 

3) Possess high knot security 

4) Easy to handle and sterilize 

5) If not permanent, then should be absorbed after serving its function 
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Based on their origin, suture materials can be divided into two categories, one is natural 

materials, and the other is synthetic materials. Further, the materials in both categories can be 

divided into absorbable and nonabsorbable (or permanent) sutures.  

Natural materials are derived from plants and animals as mentioned above. However, some 

components such as proteins can induce tissue reactions and inflammation during the healing 

process [13]. The challenges and cost associated with manufacturing natural sutures in a 

reliable and consistent fashion may have led to the reduced demand and usage of natural 

materials such as silk. 

With the development of synthetic polymers, most modern sutures are synthetic in nature, 

made from absorbable or non-absorbable polymers. Some common nonabsorbale suture 

materials and their chemical formulae are listed below: 

Polyamide 

 

Figure 2- 1: Nylon 6 

Polyethylene (PE)/Polypropylene (PP) 

       

Figure 2- 2: PE and PP 
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Polyester 

 

Figure 2- 3: Polyethylene terephthalate 

 
Many medical companies are using the same material to manufacture sutures. However 

different trade names are useful to distinguish between the manufacturers. For example, 

polypropylene is known by its trade names which are Prolene® by Ethicon, Surgilene® by 

Devis & Geck and Surgipro® by Covodien [13]. 

Unlike the nonabsorbable materials, absorbable polymers degrade into smaller molecules 

during the healing process due to hydrolysis. After a certain length of time, between a few 

weeks to several months of implantation, the suture will lose its strength and degrade in the 

human body. Because of the reduced amount of foreign material left in the body, this will 

eliminate a chronic inflammatory response, further tissue reactions and avoid the need for 

more unnecessary surgeries. Some common absorbable suture materials and their chemical 

formulae are listed below: 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PLA) 

 

Figure 2- 4: PLA 
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Polyglycolide (PGA) 

 

Figure 2- 5: PGA 

Polydioxanone (PDS/PDO) 

 

Figure 2- 6: PDS 

2.1.3 Structures 

A monofilament surgical suture is a single continuous smooth strand that is associated with 

less trauma to the wound or incision and a reduced incidence of infection compared to a 

multifilament suture. However, due to its smooth surface, the knot of a monofilament 

surgical suture is more likely to slip. Sometimes as many as 5 or 6 throws are tied on top of 

each other so as to stabilize the knot and ensure adequate suture security [14]. On the other 

hand, a multifilament suture is composed of several fibers twisted or braided together, which 

results in a more stable structure with less knot slippage. Because of increased friction, fewer 

throws are needed to provide adequate knot security. Given the same size and strength, 
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monofilament sutures are much stiffer to bend than multifilament sutures, which causes more 

difficulties for surgeons when they tie knots. 

 

 

Figure 2- 7: Monofilament and mutifilament suture structures [15] 

 

2.1.4 Sizes 

When deploying surgical sutures in different organs and tissues of the body such as the high 

strength gastrocnemius tendon and the delicate cornea, the required strength for the suture 

can vary considerably, and this range can be achieved by having different suture diameters. 

According to the U.S. Pharmacopeia, absorbable surgical sutures are classified into 17 

different sizes, from size 12-0 to size 5. Size 12-0 is the finest which has the smallest 

diameter, while size 5 is the thickest which has the largest diameter. All 17 sizes are listed in 

the following table with the corresponding diameter ranges [16]. 
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Table 2- 1 Absorbable suture sizes and the corresponding minimal and maximal diameters 

[16] 

    Limits on Average Diameter (mm) 

USP Size Min. Metric Size (Gauge No.) Max. Min. Max. 

12-0 0.01 0.001 0.009 

11-0 0.1 0.010 0.019 

10-0 0.2 0.020 0.029 

9-0 0.3 0.030 0.039 

8-0 0.4 0.040 0.049 

7-0 0.5 0.050 0.069 

6-0 0.7 0.070 0.099 

5-0 1 0.10 0.149 

4-0 1.5 0.15 0.199 

3-0 2 0.20 0.249 

2-0 3 0.30 0.339 

0 3.5 0.35 0.399 

1 4 0.40 0.499 

2 5 0.50 0.599 

3 and 4 6 0.60 0.699 

5 7 0.70 0.799 
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2.1.5 Attached needles 

Surgical sutures sold on the commercial market are usually attached to a stainless steel 

needle and are packaged and sterilized in water-resistant foil. Figure 2-8 shows an illustration 

of a needle attached or swaged to a suture thread. The tip is a fine and sharp point to 

penetrate the tissue [17]. The swage is the “eye” of the needle, where the needle is clamped 

to the suture. Surgeons deploy sutures in a certain suturing pattern by holding the needle with 

a needle holder.  

 

 

Figure 2- 8: Suture needle illustration [18] 

 
The attached needles have different shapes [19]: 

1) straight 

2) 1/4 circle 

3) 3/8 circle 

4) 1/2 circle 

5) 5/8 circle 
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6) compound curve 

7) half curved (also known as ski) 

Needles with 3/8 circle or 1/2 circle are the predominant shape used in most surgical 

operations. Straight needles are used when repairing nerves, the oral cavity, skin, tendon and 

blood vessels. Needles with a 5/8 circle are popular in cardiovascular surgery. Quarter circle 

and compound curved needles are used especially for eye surgery. Half curved needles are 

rarely used, sometimes in skin tissue. Matching the different suture sizes mentioned above, 

needles also have different sizes (Figure 2-9). 

 

 

Figure 2- 9: Surgical needles of 3/8 circle and 1/2 circle in different sizes [10] 

 
In order to guide the suture through different tissues, needles have cutting, non-cutting or 

taper and blunt points. The cutting point is used in orthopedic surgery for tougher tissues, 

such as tendon, muscle, fascia and cartilage, and the taper or blunt point needles are suitable 

for softer tissues, such as those encountered in obstetrics, gynecology and urological 

procedures [20]. In Covidien’s wound closure products, there are specific needle types for 
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different types of surgery. Taper cutting needles are preferred in cardiovascular surgery and 

microsurgery, while reverse cutting needles are more common for cuticular tissue closure in 

plastic, cosmetic and emergency room applications, and spatula needles are preferred for 

ophthalmic surgery involving cornea, sclera, conjunctiva and eyelid applications [21].  

2.1.6 Suture techniques/patterns 

In addition to selecting the type of suture with an appropriate needle type, surgeons have to 

choose a suturing technique which depends on the type and location of the wound, the 

thickness of the skin, the degree of tension, and the desired cosmetic result [18]. Suture 

techniques are typically categorized as either continuous or interrupted. Both are commonly 

used with conventional sutures. A continuous pattern has a faster insertion speed and 

introduces less foreign materials in the wound. However, knot failure may lead to unraveling 

of the whole suture line and dehiscence of wound closure as knots are only tied at the two 

ends. Knot security and tension control are factors causing increased costs and more stress 

for both surgeons and patients.  
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Figure 2- 10: Different suture patterns [22] 

 

2.1.7 Innovative barbed surgical sutures 

In recent years, an innovative barbed surgical suture, called “Contour Threads”, has been 

approved by the US Food & Drug Administration for use in plastic and cosmetic surgical 

procedures [5, 23]. This barbed suture differs from a regular monofilament suture because it 

has a plurality of barbs (arrows in Figure 2-11) projecting from its sides and pointing in one 

direction. This allows the suture to be passed through tissue in one direction, but to resist 

movement in the opposite direction.  The main advantage of barbed surgical sutures is that 

the barbs project out, penetrate, and anchor into the surrounding tissue all along the length of 

the suture, thus eliminating the need for tying a knot. This makes the suture easier for 

surgeons to install without tying knots and the healing faster for patients with uniform stress 

distribution along the suture line. The barbs projecting from the sides of the suture have 

different shapes as shown in Figure 2-12 [24]. These configurations show some of the 
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earliest ideas of barbed suture geometry, even though most of them have not yet been made. 

Barbs are usually made on a monofilament with the use of by cutting machine or by 

extruding with a specific die. 

 

 

Figure 2- 11: One segment of barbed surgical suture 

 
In Figure 2-12, different numbers correspond to different conformations of the projections or 

barbs. The images illustrated different examples, such as regular barbs, barbs with high 

intensity along the suture body, barbs with curved edges, barbs perpendicular to the suture 

body, barbs with curved edges around the suture body, barbs with a spiral shape, barbs with 

sharp curved edges, barbs with a spherically triangular curved facet, barbs with an annular 

notched ring, and barbs attached to a curved body. 
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Figure 2- 12: Different configurations of barbed surgical suture [24] 

 
These barbs are designed to flex and collapsed into the elongated body when the suture is 

inserted into and pulled through tissue. In the other direction, opposite to the insertion 

direction, the barbs project to grab the surrounding tissue and prevent the slippage of the 

suture after each stitch.   

This is the original concept of barbed surgical sutures. Alcamo came up with many 

conformations of barbs. Not every conformation is practical or can be realistically made, but 

his invention guided later generations to fabricate them and improve on his design.  
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2.2 Limitations of conventional surgical sutures 

The closure of a wound or incision with a surgical suture is one of the oldest crafts performed 

by medical surgeons. Except for the suture itself and the patient’s condition, the efficacy of 

the surgical suture to a large extent depends on the skill of the surgeon. For conventional 

surgical sutures, tying knots is an essential part of the procedure. There are over 100 different 

types of knots used in surgery [25]. They can be tied with one hand, two hands or by 

instruments rather than hands. In fact the type of suture knot can have a vital influence on the 

way the wound is closed and how the healing process proceeds. So while the conventional 

sutures serve as a vital surgical device for wound closure, they have several disadvantages 

that cannot be eliminated. 

2.2.1 Reduced tensile strength 

In order to close the wound and secure the suture, knots are an essential part of the suturing 

technique. In addition to measuring the tensile strength of the suture material, the knot 

security, which is the strength of the suture in situ, is actually a more important and clinically 

relevant property than its ultimate tensile performance. Knot deformation and slippage 

caused by stress concentration can lead up to 40% loss of the straight tensile strength [26]. In 

most cases, knot security rather than tensile strength is what surgeons are concerned more 

about, especially for monofilament sutures because of the low coefficient of friction. Much 

research has been done to improve the knot security and the coefficient of friction of 

monofilament sutures by developing appropriate surface finishes with low dynamic friction 

and high static frictional properties. 
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2.2.2 Reduced blood flow 

In addition to recognizing the need for good tissue approximation across the wound, the 

surgeon is also concerned about tissue viability. The knot in a conventional suture should be 

firm and tied so as to avoid blood leakage and tissue movement which may affect wound 

closure. It is known that excessive tightness and tension in the tissue along the suture line and 

near the knot will reduce blood flow and generate ischemia, hence increasing the possibility 

of dehiscence or wound failure [27]. The surgeon needs to establish a balance between too 

tight and too loose a suture line, and this calls for the surgeon to develop appropriate 

procedures and skills in tying knots. Alternately surgeon's suturing devices such as staples 

and liquid tissue adhesive might solve this problem, but they cannot always provide a simple 

and practical solution. 

2.2.3 Severe scar formation 

Once implanted in the body any suture material generates an inflammatory response. The 

inflammatory process is influenced by the presence of proteins, platelets, collagen and 

fibroblasts over time. Large amounts of collagen formation may lead to too much tissue 

growth which is referred to fibrosis and scar formation. By using an interrupted suture 

pattern the surgeons introduce more foreign materials than if he or she had used continuous 

suturing which is known to form less severe scars. And if the suturing is not done carefully, it 

would cause tissue damage. 
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2.2.4 Increased operative time 

In order to increase the knot security, the easiest way is to tie more knots. This method 

increases the amount of foreign material introduces as well as the operative time. In the 

interrupted suturing technique, knots are required after each stitch. In nonsurgical procedures 

such as barbed suture superior used for facial rejuvenation in cosmetic surgery, the short 

operative time has been referred to as the “lunch time face lift” [28]. In these cases, 

conventional surgical sutures show no advantages. 

2.2.5 Extra pain during suture removal 

In order to prevent prolonged and unnecessary chronic inflammation, nonabsorbable sutures 

are required to be removed after the healing of the wound is completed. This removal process 

causes patients to experience extra inconvenience, suffering and pain. 

 

2.3 Benefits of barbed surgical sutures 

After nearly 5 decades of improvements, barbed surgical sutures have been well studied. 

Various kinds of barbed surgical sutures show up in the market after being designed, 

produced, applied and redesigned. 

2.3.1 Uniform force distribution 

Barbs aligned axially along the suture length distribute the dehiscence force along the wound 

edges [29]. Each bite of barbs engaged into the tissue share the tension force, which 

eliminates the stress concentration within the loop of traditional knot.  
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2.3.2 Improved tissue apposition 

When using a continuous suturing pattern there are only two fixed knots, one at each end. 

The suture between these knots is mobile since it cannot anchor the surrounding tissue in a 

fixed position. Before tying the second knot, the surgeon should apply an adequate force to 

achieve wound closure. However, with the insertion of barbed sutures they move forward, 

but are prevented from moving backwards, hence, stabilizing the surrounding tissue at the 

same time. While moving in the forward direction, the suture’s mobility allows the surgeon 

to adjust the local tension. In this way the surgeon possesses better control of the suture 

without exerting more pressure on the delicate wound. 

2.3.3 Less infection and better rehabilitation 

Compared to conventional sutures with an interrupted suturing pattern, barbed sutures with 

the same length introduce less foreign material and reduce undesired inflammation. The 

formation of a knot after each suture placement causes friction and trauma to the surrounding 

tissues, and can lead to infection and chronic inflammation. Because the barbs on barbed 

sutures are imbedded into the tissue, they eliminate any undesirable suture movement and 

frictional trauma often caused by convectional sutures.  

2.3.4 Faster placement and fewer requirements 

Barbed surgical sutures let surgeons save much time otherwise consumed in tying tedious 

and complicated knots. They also eliminate the considerable knot practicing time. Barbed 

sutures are deployed with the same needle and a similar suture size as conventional sutures. 

So there is no requirement for surgeons to practice new suturing patterns, although 
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alternative suturing practices are being evaluated there is no concern over which knots 

provoke exacerbated tissue reactions.  

 

2.4 Patent review of barb geometry design 

Ever since Alcamo proposed the idea of barbed surgical sutures, researches have been 

working on how to fabricate them. In order to enable barbed suture technology to play a 

significant role in general surgical procedure, it has been necessary to optimize the method of 

barb formation, the selection of suture materials, the design of barb geometry, and the 

technique for needle attachment.  All these issues have been studied as described in the 

following US patents (Table 2-2) [2, 24, 30-32]. 
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Table 2- 2 Patents relevant to barbed suture design 

Patent number Title Inventers Year 

US3123077 Surgical suture J.H.Alcamo 1964 

US5342376 
Inserting devices for a barbed 

tissue connector 
G.L.Ruff 1994 

US0149447 Barbed surgical suture S.D.Morency, J.S.Jones 2003 

US0060409 
Barbed configurations for 

barbed sutures 

J.C.Leung, G.L.Ruff, 

M.A.Megaro 
2004 

US0005109 Barbed suture 
N.M.Popadiuk, 

D.Lindh SR, D.Egidio 
2007 

 

2.4.1 Barb orientation 

Barb orientation determines the direction of insertion of the surgical suture. Theoretically, the 

tips of the barbs should point in the opposite direction to the insertion direction and where a 

surgical needle is invariably attached. In this way, the barbs can flex and collapse onto the 

surface of the suture to allow the passage through the tissue. If pulled in the other direction, 

the barbs project out to grab the surrounding tissue and prevent slippage of the suture. Four 

kinds of barb orientation are mentioned in the patents reviewed, as explained in the brief 

summary in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2- 3 Different barb arranged orientation [2] 

Type Embodiment Description 

Uni-

directional  

One set of barbs with a single 

needle at one end. Suturing starts 

from one end of the incision 

Bi-

directional  

Two sets of barbs with needles at 

both ends. Suturing starts from the 

middle of the incision 

Randomly 

arranged  

Barbs are arranged randomly. 

Suturing is completed with an 

insertion device [30]. 

Overlapping 

disposition 
 

This elongated portion has barbs 

with different lengths. At the same 

time, the cut distance is so short 

that barbs overlap with each other. 

This invention is suitable for 

suturing multilayer tissues. Barbs 

with different sizes are applied to 

different layers to provide superior 

anchoring properties. 
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2.4.2 Single barb geometry design 

We have previously discussed the different types of polymeric materials, surgical needles 

and cross sections that provide a plethora of surgical sutures. When it comes to barbed 

sutures themselves, they also have different parameters, such as barb length L, cut angle θ, 

cut depth D, cut distance P and spirality angle α, as shown in the Figure 2-13 below. With 

respect to different types of tissues like skin, tendon or fatty tissue, the barbs should be 

designed so as to optimize their anchoring behavior with each type of tissue. The research 

reported by Ingle and King shows that different barb shapes and geometries are needed to get 

the highest tissue anchoring performance, or holding strength, for skin and tendon tissues [3].  

 

 

 

Figure 2- 13: Barb geometric parameters [2] 

L: cut length, θ: cut angel, D: cut depth, P: cut distance, α: spirality angle 
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2.4.2.1 Barb length L 

Long barb length, L (Figure 2-14), is preferred for penetrating tissue and achieving a higher 

holding capacity. But if the length is too long, the bending force caused by the surrounding 

tissue will peel the barb and lead to premature failure. 

 

 

Figure 2- 14: Single barb geometry 

 

2.4.2.2 Cut angle θ 

The cut angle determines the stiffness of the barb. Larger cut angles (closer to 180°) 

correspond to thinner, more flexible barbs with less anchoring ability because of barb peeling 

(Figure 2-15). 

 

 

Figure 2- 15: Barb peeled from the suture surface [3] 
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2.4.2.3 Cut depth D 

The cut depth which can also represent the loss of cross-sectional area (Figure 2-16, 17) has a 

significant influence on the stiffness and tensile strength of the suture itself. Larger cut 

depths result in a smaller cross-sectional area and lower the stiffness and the tensile strength 

of the suture, although the extent of the influence will depend on the particular sheath-core 

structure of the monofilament suture. 

 

 

Figure 2- 16: Cut depth and the effective cross-sectional load bearing area [3] 
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Figure 2- 17: Percentage of cross-sectional area loss with different cut depths 

 
 

2.4.2.4 Cut distance P 

The smaller the cut distance between successive barbs, the higher the barb density which 

leads to higher anchoring ability and less slippage. However, too many cuts on the suture 

surface would reduce the tensile strength of the entire suture. 

2.4.2.5 Spirality angle α 

The spirality angle indicates the various planes in the axial direction of the suture in which 

the barbs protrude beyond the original circular cross-section. A smaller spirality angle 

corresponding to more barbs within the circumference can provide more anchoring support 

and a more even distribution of the load. The angle can be 180°, 120° or 60° (Figure 2-18). 
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Figure 2- 18: Cross-sectional view of barbed sutures with different spirality angles 

 

2.4.2.6 Others 

Figure 2-19 shows the invention of a barb that has a serrated underside, like secondary barbs. 

This serrated structure might improve the holding ability of the barbed suture. However, 

there has been no such product shown available on the commercial market. 

 

 

Figure 2- 19: Barb with serrated underside 

 
The cut line can be straight or curved which results in a barb with an arcuate base [2]. With 

an arcuate base, the barb has a longer connection to the elongated portion. This design allows 

the barb to have greater stiffness in spite of being thinner. 
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Figure 2- 20: Barb with an arcuate base 

 

2.4.3 Influence of needle-to-suture ratio 

On account of its really large length to diameter (aspect) ratio, a surgical suture is much too 

flexible to be introduced into tissue without a needle or an insertion device [19]. Usually, in 

order to attach the needle to the suture, the diameter of the swaging end of the needle is 

larger than the suture diameter. The size of the hole left in the tissue by the needle might be 

too large for the barb to fill, and so it fails to penetrate into the surrounding tissue and hence 

its tissue anchoring ability is reduced or lost. 

In the US patent application 0060409, the inventors explain how the needle diameter 

influences the closure strength of the barbed surgical suture. Tables 2-4 and Table 2-5 show 

the test results for closure strength of different ratios of surgical needle diameter to barbed 

suture diameter. These tests were performed using a Chamois leather skin simulant and rat 

skin respectively. 
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Table 2- 4 Chamois Leather Skin Simulant Closure Strength [2] 

 

 

 
Table 2- 5 Rat Skin Closure Strength [2] 

 

 

From these tables it can be seen that the diameter of the needle has much more influence on 

the closure strength of barbed sutures than it does with conventional sutures without barbs. 

Tables 2-4 and 2-5 show that higher closure strength was achieved with smaller needle 

diameters. The reason is that the thinner the needle, the better the engagement of the barbs 

with the surrounding tissue. Sometimes, the diameter of the needle can be as thin as or even 

smaller than the diameter of the suture. The ratio of needle diameter to barbed suture 

diameter can vary from 3:1 to 1.8:1 or less, which is preferred. In fact, the diameter ratio can 
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be as thin as 0.5:1. However, the needle diameter should be large enough to create a hole that 

will accommodate the suture [2]. 

 

2.5 Barbed suture market 

The first barbed suture product on the market, the APTOS suture was introduced by a Russian 

plastic surgeon Dr. M. Sulaminidze in 2002 [33]. In the same year, an American 

manufacturer improved on the APTOS suture by launching the Feather Lift. Both the APTOS 

suture and the Feather Lift are short bi-directional sutures [34]. Contour Threads and Endo 

Issue sutures were the next products to be approved by US Food & Drug Administration (US 

FDA). Contour Threads is a long uni-directional thread. Different barbed suture 

configurations were made for different applications, such as firming or lifting of the facial 

skin. However, after several years, these products were removed from the market because of 

unsatisfactory results [35]. Right now, the Quill TM suture from Angiotech Company and V-

Loc TM from Covidien are the two main competitive barbed suture products on the market. 

Both of them have been approved by the US FDA and featured barbed sutures fabricated 

from different materials. The Quill TM barbed suture is a bi-directional thread attached with a 

needle at both ends (Figure 2-21) [36]. Resorbable PGA-PCL, polydioxanone (PDO), and 

permanent nylon and polypropylene are the polymer materials available with the Quill 

product. The sizes of the suture available can be as large as a 2 and as fine as 4-0. The V-Loc 

TM product is a uni-directional thread with one needle at one end and a loop at the other 

(Figure 2-21) [37]. There is another barbed product called WOFFLES Lift named after 
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plastic surgeon, Dr. Woffles Wu in Singapore [38]. This product is not widely distributed or 

used in other countries.  

 

     

Figure 2- 21: Quill and V-Loc barbed sutures [36, 37] 

 

2.6 Medical applications of barbed surgical sutures 

After Alcamo’s first patent describing barbed surgical sutures in 1964, their first clinical 

application was reported by McKenzie who sutured the long flexor tendons in the palm and 

fingers with nylon barbed sutures in 1967 [39]. During the following years, interest in barbed 

sutures disappeared because they were not commercially available. Thanks to the investment 

of time and money by Dr. Gregory Ruff and his partners to develop new technologies for the 

commercial fabrication of these products, barbed surgical sutures have regained clinicians 

and researchers’ attention with their promising advantages, which have been demonstrated in 

both in vitro and in vivo tests [4, 5, and 23].  
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Ingle et al have studied barbed sutures from the basic geometrical design of the barbs and the 

forces applied on the barbs [3, 23, 40]. For different tissues, such as skin and tendon, 

optimized barb geometry design is required to achieve the best anchoring performance. 

According to finite element analysis, compressive and tensile forces applied to the barb’s 

upper and inner surfaces respectively are the initiators of barb failure. Rashid et al have 

measured the ultimate strength, stiffness and elongation of different sizes of barbed sutures 

compared with nonbarbed sutures [41]. Because of the reduction in the effective load bearing 

area of the barbed suture due to the cut line, the straight tensile breaking strength of the 

barbed suture is 45-60% of the original suture tensile strength [4]. So the tendency among 

some surgeons is to select the barbed suture, one or two sizes larger than would be needed 

with a conventional suture to get an adequate straight tensile breaking strength [42]. 

However, this approach to barbed suture size selection is invalid for most suturing 

applications because in the clinical setting the conventional suture invariably fails at the knot 

at a load far inferior to the tensile breaking strength. Therefore, the holding or anchoring 

performance of barbed sutures has to be tested using a different suture/tissue pull-out force 

model (Figure 2-22) [23, 43].  
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Figure 2- 22: Tissue holding performance measured by different suture/tissue pullout tests 

[23, 43] 

 
Other in vitro tests have been performed to verify the tissue holding performance of barbed 

sutures. Sasaki et al have compared the holding tension, slippage tension and pull-out tension 

of barbed sutures with different barb configurations and different suture materials in the 

malar fat pads of fresh- frozen human cadavers [44]. Zaruby et al have designed an in vivo 

test which measures the biomechanical properties of a closed wound and the healing 

histology of barbed sutures using a porcine model [45]. Both in vitro and in vivo tests have 

shown that barbed sutures are clinically competitive and provide comparative or superior 

mechanical performance in many applications compared with the knot security test for 

conventional sutures [46-59]. 

Barbed suture technology is widely accepted clinically for wound closure of the skin in 

cosmetic surgery, and researchers are discovering its application in other types of surgery, 

such as orthopedic and laparoscopic procedures.  
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2.6.1 Cosmetic surgeries 

Skin is the largest organ in the human body which slowly changes with the aging process. It 

provides the first layer of protection from the environment. Skin consists of three layers from 

the outer to the inner layer; there is the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissue [46]. The 

epidermis is characterized by different shaped cells aligned in layers. The dermis has two 

layers; the upper papillary layer and the lower reticular layer. Both layers are composed of 

collagen, elastic tissue and reticular fibers. With the passing of time, these components 

gradually lose their function, resulting in the wrinkles and sagging of the face. The 

subcutaneous tissue is rich in fat and connective tissue with large blood vessels and extensive 

nerves. 

 

 

Figure 2- 23: Structure of skin [47] 
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Patients who choose plastic surgery to eliminate wrinkles prefer a more natural appearance 

with a minimal amount of invasive trauma. Tissue suspension techniques using barbed 

sutures have drawn the attention of both surgeons and patients, because it achieves uniform 

tension distribution, is less time consuming, and provides high satisfaction with superior 

cosmesis. 

Dr. Gregory Ruff is one of the inventors of barbed suture technology. As a board-certified 

plastic surgeon he has several years of clinical experience using barbed sutures. During this 

time he has developed several suturing patterns based on the shapes of letters J, U, C, S and 

M so as to get optimal performance for face lifts, as well as in breast reconstruction [5]. 

Daniel Man found that deployment of barbed sutures in ear elevation could achieve more 

natural results compared to conventional plastic surgery procedures [48]. The Quill self-

retaining system used in his procedures has been shown to have superior wound-holding 

ability and faster apposition speed. After using two different types of barbed sutures, the 

APTOS and the WOFFLES sutures, Dr. Wu found that the APTOS device has superior 

cosmesis in the malar mounds and front face, while the WOFFLES sutures are preferred for 

midface elevation, jawline smoothness and peripheral face flatness [49]. Dermal closure of 

the Pfannenstiel incision following Cesarean delivery has been studied by Murtha et al. They 

have demonstrated improved cosmesis and closure safety using novel barbed sutures 

compared to conventional sutures [29]. 
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Figure 2- 24: Barbed sutures used in cosmetic surgery [5] 

 

2.6.2 Orthopedic surgery and knee arthrotomy 

Applications of barbed sutures in orthopedic surgery mainly focus on flexor tendon repair, 

and some cases of knee arthrotomy repair. Tendons connect muscles to bones, transmitting 

forces and providing a mechanism of attachment. They are composed primarily of collagen, 

elastin, proteoglycans, glycolipids and water. Collagen fibers are aggregates of collagen 

fibrils, which are the basic unit of a tendon. Collagen fibrils are oriented longitudinally, 

transversely and horizontally within the collagen fibers. Surrounding the collagen fibers is a 

fine sheath called the endotenon, which binds the fibers together.  
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Figure 2- 25: Tendon structure from collagen fibrils to the entire tendon [50] 

 
 Traditionally tendon repair is completed by conventional sutures in a Bunnell-Meyer or 

locking loop suture pattern, with the placement of knots either inside or outside the tendon 

[51]. Knots inside the tendon delay the healing process, while knots outside the tendon limit 

its mobility by increasing the gliding friction with the surrounding tissue sleeve. Knot 

security is another concern in tendon repair. This is because if a 2 mm gap is generated 

between the two broken ends of a tendon, then this is regarded as a failed tendon repair. With 

the successful clinical use of barbed sutures in cosmetic surgery, orthopedic surgeons are 

wondering if there are advantages of using barbed sutures in tendon and knee arthrotomy 

repair. At the present time, Kannus, Marrero-Amadeo and other researchers are still at the in 

vitro stage performing mechanical tests [52-54]. To date, the force required to form a 2mm 

gap which corresponds to the load for tendon failure using a barbed suture gives a similar 

result to that of conventional sutures. But the repair with barbed sutures shows a better 
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profile with a more uniform cross-sectional area (Figure 2-26). In order to insure enough 

blood supply from the bone, Dr. Ruff has devised a novel suture pattern called the 

“Switchback”, in which the barbed suture goes through the top part of the tendon to avoid 

contraction of the blood vessels at the bottom [4]. In addition to tendon repair, Vakil et al 

have studied the influence of cyclic loading of a knee arthrotomy repaired with either barbed 

or conventional sutures [55]. They found that the barbed sutures could withstand more cycles 

and greater damage than the interrupted suture repair.  More research is needed to explore the 

efficiency and safety of barbed sutures in orthopedic surgery in spite of these encouraging 

results gained from ex vivo tests.  

 

 

Figure 2- 26: Flexor tendon repairsite distortion with conventional suture (top) and barbed 

suture (middle) compared with uninjured tendon (bottom) [54] 
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2.6.3 Laparoscopic surgery 

Robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery is widely used in clinics and hospitals nowadays due to 

its limited invasive trauma and rapid healing response. However, because of the limited 

operative space and restricted flexibility of such devices, laparoscopic suturing ( Figure 2-27) 

is regarded as one of the most challenging tasks [55]. This is due to the importance of loading 

and deploying each throw of a knot independently so that knot security is not compromised. 

As a result, the application of novel knotless barbed sutures in laparoscopic surgery is a new 

innovative approach that still needs to be confirmed clinically.  

 

 

Figure 2- 27: Laparoscopic suturing with barbed sutures in myomectomy closure [6] 

 
Laparoscopic suturing with barbed sutures has been studied in gastrointestinal closure by 

Demyttenaere et al, in myomectomy by Modi, in pyeloplasty by Amend et al, in urologic 

surgery by Shah et al, in nephrectomy by Shikanov et al, and in prostatectomy by Moran et al 

[6-8, 56-58]. These studies included both in vitro and in vivo tests, animal models and human 
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clinical trials. The results to date have shown that barbed sutures are as effective and safe as 

conventional sutures, with the advantages of reducing suturing time and improving closure 

cosmesis (Figure 2-28). 

 

 

Figure 2- 28: Urethrovesical anastomosis with interrupted, running and barbed sutures [59] 

 

2.6.4 Complications 

The efficiency, efficacy and safety of barbed sutures have been evaluated for various types of 

surgery using both in vitro and in vivo procedures. As a result, barbed sutures are not 

considered to be the optimal wound closure device that meets all surgical demands. In fact, 

barbed sutures have been criticized in the following five ways. 1) There is difficulty in 

removing a barbed suture when an error has occurred during insertion. 2) The base of the 

barb cut line is claimed to be a potential site for bacterial growth. 3) The presence of the 

barbs makes it more difficult to handle the sutures. 4) A larger diameter suture is required 

because the introduction of barbs reduces the tensile strength. 5) The availability of barbed 

suture sizes is limited compared to conventional sutures.  
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CHAPTER 3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Surgical sutures 

The three different types of sutures used in this study were obtained from Ethicon Inc., a 

Johnson & Johnson Company, and were divided into three groups: Group A, Group B and 

Group C. The specific parameters and details of the suture threads and needles are listed in 

Table 3-1 and Table 3-2. The nylon sutures were fabricated in a loop with both suture ends 

swaged to the same needle. When the loop was cut near the needle, the length of straight 

suture doubled the length of the looped suture. On the other hand, the polypropylene sutures 

were straight sutures with 75cm length. 

 

Table 3- 1 Specification parameters of suture threads 

 Serial No. Material Size Color Length 

Group 

A 
L886T Nylon 

0 

(3.5 metric) 
Black 

244 cm straight suture 

122 cm loop 

Group 

B 
8424 H Polypropylene 

0 

(3.5 metric) 
Blue 75 cm straight suture 

Group 

C 
8423 H Polypropylene 

2-0 

(3 metric) 
Blue 75 cm straight suture 
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Suture sizes 0 and 2-0 were selected as the typical sizes used for skin closure and tendon 

repair. In addition, they have large enough diameters (0.30~0.399 mm[16]) that lend 

themselves to mechanical barbing. The needle diameter (DN) and suture diameter (DS) were 

measured by an IDU25E Thickness Gauge. The needle to suture diameter ratio was 

calculated by the following formula: 

Needle to suture diameter ratio = DN/DS 

10 suture samples were measured in each group, and the average value and standard 

deviation were calculated and recorded.  

 

Table 3- 2 Specific parameters of suture needles 

Group # Shape Length Needle type 

Group A 1/2 Circle 4.0 cm Taper CT 

Group B 1/2 Circle 3.5 cm Taper CT-1 

Group C 1/2 Circle 3.5 cm Taper CT-1 

 

Each of these three types of sutures was then divided into three groups. For example, Group 

A was divided into Group A-control, Group A-1 and Group A-2. Sutures labeled with 

“control” were those original ones without barbs cut in the suture surface, while sutures 

labeled “1” and “2” were those fabricated with two different kinds of barbs specially 

designed for skin and tendon tissues (Table 3-3). The cut depth of the sutures labeled “1” was 

40%, while the cut depth of the sutures labeled “2” was 50% [3]. 
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Table 3- 3 Suture samples used in different groups 

Sample # Suture material Suture size Applied tissue 

Group A-control Nylon 0 - 

Group A-1 Nylon 0 Skin 

Group A-2 Nylon 0 Tendon 

Group B-control Polypropylene 0 - 

Group B-1 Polypropylene 0 Skin 

Group B-2 Polypropylene 0 Tendon 

Group C-control Polypropylene 2-0 - 

Group C-1 Polypropylene 2-0 Skin 

Group C-2 Polypropylene 2-0 Tendon 

 

3.1.2 Tissue samples 

Porcine skin and tendon tissue samples were chosen because of their availability and 

similarity in structure and properties to human tissues. The pigs were raised at North 

Carolina State University College of Veterinary Medicine. The skin tissue was dissected 

from the pig immediately after euthanasia. Figure 3-1 shows the anatomical location from 

where the porcine skin samples were harvested. This skin tissue was about 1-inch thick, and 

included the white skin layer and pink fat layer.  
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Figure 3- 1: Porcine skin tissue harvested from the pig flank and its cross-sectional view 

 
The samples of tendon tissue were dissected from frozen pigs’ legs obtained from City 

Packing Company, Neese Country Sausage, Inc. in Burlington, NC.  Because of the limited 

number of pigs’ legs available, some of the tendon samples were dissected from different 

parts of the leg after other tissues had been harvested for sausage production. Figure 3-2 

shows how the deep digital flexor tendon and patella tendon were dissected from the ankle 

and the knee respectively. Other tissue samples were harvested from the small superficial 

digital tendons in the pig legs. 
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Figure 3- 2: Deep digital flexor tendon (left) and patella tendon (right) 

 
3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Fabrication of barbed surgical sutures 

A special barb cutting instrument was designed and assembled in the laboratory of the 

Biomedical Technology and Materials (BMTM) Research Group at Donghua University, 

Shanghai, China. As shown in Figure 3-3, Part No. 1 is a fixed stainless steel wheel etched 

with three V-shape grooves at different depths, namely 0.1mm, 0.15mm and 0.2mm across 

the width of the wheel. Once the suture sample is placed in the groove, part of the suture 

stands proud of the wheel which enables the knife to cut one or more barbs. The knife, or 

scalpel (Part No.2) is fixed underneath the rotating wheel with a screw, and the tip of the 

knife protrudes out beyond the wheel. The cut angle, cut depth, and cut length of each barb 

are controlled by the relative position of the knife with respect to the suture. After choosing 

the appropriate groove for the suture, the knife position is controlled by Part No. 3, three 

screw micrometers. The left micrometer corresponds to the forward and backward movement 

of the knife, which positions the knife over the particular V-groove where the suture is 
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mounted. The middle micrometer corresponds to the height of the knife, which is related to 

the barb cut angle. The higher the knife, the larger the cut angle is. The right micrometer 

corresponds to the amount of displacement of the knife, which is related to the barb cut depth. 

The further the knife moves towards the suture, the deeper the cut depth. Part No. 4 is the 

handle that controls the rotation of the knife through a synchronous timing belt.  

 

 

Figure 3- 3: The barb cutting instrument at Donghua University 

 
Because skin and tendon have different functions, they also have different tissue structures. 

As a result, two different types of barb configurations were designed to compare the 

optimum barb anchoring performance in these two tissue types. Based on previously 

recommended barb geometries for skin and tendon tissues, two cut depths, namely 40% and 
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50% of the suture diameter, were included in the study [3]. The calculation of cut depth (%) 

is shown in below, Dc and D are the cut depth and suture diameter in Figure 3-4, respectively. 

Cut depth (%) = Dc/D × 100% 

The target cut angle of 170° was kept constant. The largest needle length, 4 cm, was taken as 

the length of the barbed section, in which 10 barbs were inserted. So the density of barbs was 

2.5 barbs/cm. 

 

 

Figure 3- 4: Barb geometry design 

 
Due to the limited number of suture samples and to facilitate the barbing process, several 

barb sections were inserted along the same suture. Since tensile testing of sutures is a 

destructive test, two types of barb distributions were designed to accommodate the 

requirements of both tensile testing and the tissue/suture pull-out test method. Based on the 

original length of the suture and the preliminary tests, the distributions of barbs along the 

polypropylene sutures for these two test methods are shown in Figure 3-5. Before cutting, 

white marks were made on the suture’s surface to indicate the location of the barbed sections. 

The first 5 cm was used to hold the suture in the groove of the stainless steel wheel. By 
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moving the suture forward and rotating the cutting knife, 10 barbs were cut in a 3-4 cm 

marked section. Using the same method, 6 sections of barbs were inserted along the length of 

the nylon sutures because the nylon sutures were 3 times as long as the polypropylene sutures. 

Size 0 sutures were inlaid in the 0.15mm groove, while size 2-0 sutures were inlaid in the 

0.1mm groove.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3- 5: Two types of barb distributions along the polypropylene sutures (Unit: cm) 

(a) for the tensile test and (b) for the tissue/suture pull-out test. 

(b)  

3.2.2 Physical properties of prepared barbed sutures 

3.2.2.1 Tensile test 

The tensile properties of both the unbarbed and barbed sutures were tested on a 

TestResources Model 311Q tensile testing machine using modified test method ASTM 

D2256. The sutures were cut into 35cm long sections to prepare 10 specimens for each of the 
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six groups mentioned in Table 3-3. The two ends of suture specimens were mounted on the 

tensile testing machine with the use of capstan-type clamps (Figure 3-6). For the barbed 

sutures, the barbed section (3~4 cm) was mounted in the middle of the gauge length. The 

load cell capacity was 111N (25lb), the preload was 0.45N, the gauge length was 15cm, the 

cross-head speed was 300mm/min, and the ambient temperature and relative humidity (RH) 

were 70°F and 65% respectively.  

 

 

Figure 3- 6: Barbed nylon suture specimen mounted on the tensile testing machine (Red 

arrow = barbed section). 

 
The ultimate tensile force was recorded by the WinCom software on the computer. The 

ultimate tensile stress of unbarbed sutures (𝜎) was calculated by dividing the tensile force (F) 

with the nominal cross-sectional area (A) of suture specimen.  
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𝜎 =
𝐹
𝐴

=
4𝐹
𝜋𝐷𝑠2

 

In which Ds is the suture diameter measured by the thickness gauge. The stiffness was 

generated by the slope of the linear portion (blue section in Figure 3-7) of the stress-strain 

curve. The initial red section was not counted due to the initial seating of the specimens as 

loading began, while the final green section was not counted because it was beyond the initial 

linear elastic region. The average value and standard deviation (SD) were calculated based on 

6 specimens in each group. A student t-test was performed to determine whether there was a 

significant difference of material stiffness between the different suture materials. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3- 7: Stress-strain curve of nylon (a) and polypropylene (b) suture in tensile test. 

The material stiffness was calculated based on the blue linear portion. 

y = 435.98x + 11.864 
R² = 0.9992 
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3.2.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Differential scanning calorimetry was used to measure the crystallinity of the suture samples 

in order to discover whether the ultimate tensile force and anchoring performance were 

influenced by the microstructure of the polymer.  

A baseline was run at a heating speed of 30°C/min between 25°C and 250°C to make sure 

that the hot plate was not contaminated. A 3~5mg suture specimen was encapsulated in a 

sealed aluminum pan. Both the sample pan and the reference pan (empty pan without 

specimen) were placed in the DSC machine. Then they were heated at a speed of 10°C/min 

from 100°C to 10~20°C beyond the sample’s melting temperature (Tm). A DSC curve was 

generated with one or several peaks to show how the rate of heat flow changed during the 

experiment. The area under the highest endotherm peak was regarded as the heat of melting, 

ΔHm. The crystallinity was then calculated as: 

crystallinity (%) =
ΔHm
ΔHm°

× 100% 

in which ΔHm° is the heat energy needed to melt a 100% crystalline polymer. These 

theoretical values were obtained for nylon 6 and polypropylene from the literature [60]. 

3.2.3 Microscopic analysis 

The morphology of the barbs before the pull-out test was observed using a compound light 

microscope (Nikon H550S) at 40x magnification. All the images were analyzed by MB Ruler 

image software so as to measure the cut angle and cut depth of each barb. The average values, 

standard deviations and coefficients of variation were calculated to determine the uniformity 

of the cut barb samples. After the pull-out test, the failed barbed sutures were also observed 
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using an optical Zoom Model SMZ 1000 stereomicroscope at 8x magnification. The 

objective was to view all the failed sutures and to determine which particular failure 

mechanism, barb bending or barb peeling, occurred more frequently for each sample. 

3.2.4 Tissue/Suture pull-out test 

Specific skin/suture and tendon/suture compound test specimens were designed and prepared 

to evaluate mechanical anchoring performance of the barbed sutures and the surrounding 

tissues (Figure 3-8). The tissue anchoring ability of barbed sutures was measured as the 

maximum pull-out force during the tissue/suture pull-out tests.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3- 8: Tissue/suture compound test specimens. (a) Skin/suture test. (b) Tendon/suture 

test. Ds and Dt are the distance between the needle insertion point and the needle exit point in 

skin tissue and tendon tissue respectively. 
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Fresh porcine dermis was cut into rectangular shaped specimens measuring 7cm in length and 4cm in 

width. A barbed suture was inserted in the middle of the fat layer of each tissue specimen, and the curved 

path of the needle was followed as shown in Figure 3-8 (a). Needle holders and tweezers were used to 

assist with suture insertion. The insertion distance, Ds (Figure 3-8 a), which is the distance between the 

needle insertion point and the needle exit point was measured after inserting the suture. Ds was kept 

constant at 2.4 cm throughout the experiment. When the white mark appeared, which indicated the start 

of the barbed section, the needle was cut off.  

Using a similar approach, the barbed suture was also inserted into the tendon tissue. The 

insertion distance in the tendon/suture test method, Dt, was kept constant at 1.5cm. Since 

there was a limited amount of tendon samples, if the tendon was long enough, the sutured 

and tested section was cut off to facilitate the preparation of a second specimen (Figure 3-9). 

Also, if the tendon was wide and thick enough, like a ribbon or tape, a second barbed suture 

was inserted in the opposite side to create a second specimen. During the whole experiment, 

Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (14040 GIBCO®) was used to keep the tissue 

specimens wet. 
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                (a)                                                  (b)                      

Figure 3- 9: Preparation of tendon specimens 

(a) Reutilization of a long tendon section. (b) Two barbed sutures inserted in the opposite 

ends of a tendon.  

 
3.2.5 Post-suturing treatments 

With a view to evaluating Objective 3 (Page 3) two specially designed additional pre-

conditioning treatments involving post-suturing incubation time and cyclic loading were 

included prior to some of the pull-out tests. It was hypothesized that one or both of these 

treatments might improve the barbed sutures’ tissue anchoring performance. Three different 

treatment conditions (shown in Table 3-4) were designed to measure the anchoring 

performance under different test conditions. Each test group had 5 to 7 specimens. The 

maximum pull-out force was recorded by the computer. All the data were transferred to 

Excel, and the average maximum pull-out force was calculated and recorded as the anchoring 

ability. Then the average values, standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) 
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were compared between the different test conditions and between the two different types of 

compound tissue/suture specimens. 

CV (%) = SD/Average values ×100% 

An ANOVA test was performed to determine which of the different factors, such as suture 

material, tissue types and post-suturing treatments would significantly influence the 

maximum pull-out force. 

 

Table 3- 4 Three different post-suturing treatment conditions prior tissue/sutures pull-out test 

Test # Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

Influencing factors Time*, t=24h Time*, t=4h Cyclic loading* 

Testing conditions 
Every 4 hours in 24-

hour time period 

No cyclic loading 

t=0 versus t=4h 

t=0 

Cyclic loading versus 

no cyclic loading 

Applied sutures Group A-1 

Group A-1 

Group B-1 

Group C-1 

Group A-1 

Group B-1 

Group C-1 

Time* is the post-suturing incubation time at 37°C before pull-out test. 

Cyclic loading* involved five cycles from 0 to 1 N before pull-out testing. 
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Table 3- 5 Specific parameters of cyclic loading and pull-out test 

 Cyclic loading  Pull-out test 

Load cell 

capacity 
25lb (111N) 25lb (111N) 

Gauge length 15cm 15cm 

Cross-head 

speed 
100mm/min 300mm/min 

Types of clamp 

Clamps with pincer grip for suture 

Clamps with flat-faced jaws for 

the tissue sample 

Clamps with pincer grip for 

suture 

Clamps with flat-faced jaws for 

the tissue sample 

Atmosphere 75°C, 65%RH 75°C, 65%RH 

 

 

For the skin and tendon tissues that were not tested immediately after suturing (t=0), they 

were stored in 100×80 mm petri dishes in an incubator (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37°C. 

All the petri dishes had previously been autoclaved in a Steris Prevac Steam Sterilizer. In 

order to reduce the extent of the tissue decay during storage, InvitrogenTM 15240 (Gibco®) 

antibiotic/antimycotic was added to the Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline. To reduce the 

possibility of contamination, the suturing experiment was performed in a biological safety 

cabinet (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Marietta, OH).  
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Measurement of sutures and barb geometries 

Based on the measurements made with the thickness gauge, the needle diameter, the suture 

diameter and the needle to suture diameter ratio of Group A (nylon 0), Group B 

(polypropylene 0) and Group C (polypropylene 2-0) sutures are shown in Table 4-1. Figure 1 

shows the suture sections attached to the needles of these three groups. 

 

Table 4- 1 Results of needle diameter, suture diameter and needle to suture diameter ratio 

(mean ± standard deviation) 

Sample # 
Needle diameter 

(mm) 

Suture diameter 

(mm) 
Needle to suture diameter ratio 

Group A 1.35±0.01 0.38±0.003 3.55 

Group B 1.05±0.02 0.38±0.006 2.76 

Group C 1.08±0.01 0.32±0.019 3.38 

The number of sutures measured in each group is 10. 
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Figure 4- 1: Comparison of needle and suture diameters for Group A (top), Group B (middle) 

and Group C (bottom) 

 

The results of cut angle and cut depth of the two series of barbed sutures (Series 1 cut with a 

40% depth for skin, and Series 2 cut with a 50% depth for tendon) are compared with their 

target values and listed in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4- 2 Measured cut angle and cut depth (mean ± standard deviation) of the 6 types of 

barbed sutures fabricated in this study. 

(Group A – nylon 0, Group B – PP 0, Group C – PP 2-0, series 1 – 40% cut depth, series 2 – 

50% cut depth) 

Sample # Cut angle (°) CV (%) Cut depth (%) CV (%) 

Group A-target 170 - 40 or 50 - 

Group A-1 167.61±1.65 0.98 38.6±5.1 13.2 

Group A-2 164.87±1.53 0.93 51.1±4.8 9.4 

Group B-target 170 - 40 or 50 - 

Group B-1 168.48±1.16 0.69 36.7±3.3 9.0 

Group B-2 167.49±1.00 0.60 46.4±3.2 6.9 

Group C-target 170 - 40 or 50 - 

Group C-1 166.45±0.86 0.52 38.6±4.0 10.4 

Group C-2 166.33±1.36 0.82 50.2±5.3 10.6 

CV: Coefficient of variation.  

The number of sutures measured in each group is 10. 

 

In order to compare the cut angle and cut depth with the target value more clearly, the data in 

Table 4-2 was converted into a bar chart shown in Figure 4-2. The target values are marked 

with red lines. 
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(b) 

Figure 4- 2: (a) Comparison of the cut angle of the fabricated barbed sutures with 

their target value (Error bar = standard deviation). 

(b) Comparison of the cut depth of the fabricated barbed sutures with their target values 

(Error bar = standard deviation). 

170 
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By comparing the cut angle and cut depth of the fabricated barbed sutures with their target 

values in Figure 4-2, the geometric configurations of the barbs for all six types of sutures 

show close agreement with the target values. The coefficients of variation (CV) of the cut 

angle were all less than 1% and those for the cut depth were around 10%. The higher CV for 

the cut depth may have resulted from the adjustment of cutting blade position when changing 

the type of suture. Since the cut angle was kept constant as 170° throughout the cutting 

process, the CV remained at the extremely low value of 1%.  

Microscopic images of a single barb cut on the suture surface are shown in Figure 4-3. A 

clear and sharp cut line is visible for each suture when viewed in a low power optical 

microscope. At the base of the cut line, dark spots in the microscope image marked with red 

arrows indicate regions of stress concentration, which has resulted from the bending of the 

barbs. Barb bending and/or compression forces may have caused the molecules around the 

base of the cutting line to become more compact, which reduced the light transmission 

through the suture. So a dark region was observed at the base cutting line. However, the 

extent of this stress concentration and the degree of barb bending are different between the 

nylon and polypropylene sutures. Barbs on the nylon suture have a tendency of collapse back 

onto the surface, whereas barbs on the polypropylene sutures appear to stand out more 

readily. This is likely to be caused by differences in the microstructure and physical 

properties of the two suture materials. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4- 3: Microscopic images of a single barb on the sutures cut to a 40% depth 

(a) Nylon size 0, (b) PP size 0, (c) PP size 2-0 

 

4.2 Results of Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Crystallinity refers to the degree of molecular order in the microstructure of a polymer; the 

higher the structural order, the higher the crystallinity. Crystallinity is an important 

microstructural property of polymeric materials. Polymers with highly oriented molecular 

chains and a higher degree of crystallinity have greater material stiffness, and may have 
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superior ultimate tensile strength. The results of crystallinity measurements for the three 

types of sutures as measured by DSC are shown in the following table. 

 

Table 4- 3 Crystallinity of three types of sutures (Group A – nylon 0, Group B – PP 0, Group 

C – PP 2-0) measured by DSC 

Group # ΔHm° (J/g) [60] ΔHm (J/g) Crystallinity (%) 

Group A 230.1 65.6 28.1±0.7 

Group B 207.1 95.4 46.0±4.9 

Group C 207.1 99.1 47.9±3.1 

 

The result from the student t-test, p = 1.81E-10, shows that the crystallinity of polypropylene 

sutures is significantly higher than that of nylon 6. This is likely to be one of the reasons why 

the nylon and polypropylene sutures showed different barb openness in the microscopic 

images. The polypropylene suture with its higher crystallinity appeared to form a stiffer barb 

than the nylon suture.  

When the molten polymer is extruded and drawn down from the spinneret during the melt 

spinning process, the outer layer of the monofilament cools rapidly with the cool air quench, 

while the molten molecules in the inner layer have more time to rearrange before 

solidification. Based on the law of thermodynamics, the entropy of an isolated system always 

goes up. So during the relaxation time before solidification the molecules reorganize 
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themselves to a more disordered arrangement, which may result in a lower crystallinity in the 

inner layer of monofilament suture cross-section. Assuming that the crystalline regions of 

these two types of melt spun monofilaments are located in the outer layer, then based on the 

DSC results, the relative size of the inner and outer layers prior to barbing are shown in 

Figure 4-4. The nylon suture has a larger non-crystalline (or amorphous) inner layer than the 

crystalline outer layer, whereas the PP suture has a larger highly crystalline outer layer. So in 

the barbed sections, there is likely to be more crystalline PP than crystalline nylon, which 

causes the barbs on the surface of the PP sutures to be stiffer and stand out more openly. And 

another reason may be the different amount of plastic deformation caused by the passage of 

the cutting knife through the material. There may be more deformation with the PP sutures 

compared with the nylon 6 sutures. So barbs on the surface of nylon sutures recover back 

more and collapse after cutting compared with PP sutures. 

 

 

Figure 4- 4: Cross-sectional area of nylon (black) and PP (blue) sutures (a) before and (b) 

after barb formation 
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4.3 Results of tensile testing 

The measured tensile properties of the unbarbed control sutures, such as the ultimate tensile 

force, breaking strength, elongation at break and material stiffness, are shown in Table 4-4. 

For these unbarbed sutures, both Group A and Group B were the same suture size, and so 

despite being nylon 6 and polypropylene, they had similar ultimate tensile forces, which were 

46.74±0.92N and 46.53±0.44N respectively. In comparison, Group C had the lowest ultimate 

tensile force at 34.83±1.10N. Compared with the size 0 sutures in Groups A and B, Group C 

being a size 2-0 suture had a 29% reduced load bearing area, which resulted in the lowest 

ultimate tensile force. However, the breaking strengths of the three groups were similar, all 

being a little more than 400 MPa. The elongation at break and material stiffness showed 

opposing trends in performance: the higher the stiffness, the smaller the elongation at break. 

The nylon sutures had the lower material stiffness while the PP sutures were higher. This is 

most likely related to the different crystallinity results measured by DSC and presented in 

Section 4.2. The higher crystallinity results in higher material stiffness. Based on the result of 

the student t-test, p= 1.84E-13, the stiffness of the polypropylene suture is significantly 

higher than that of the nylon 6 suture. 
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Table 4- 4 Tensile properties of unbarbed control sutures 

Sample # 
Ultimate tensile 

force (N) 

Failure stress 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 
Stiffness (GPa) 

Group A 46.74±0.92 412.15±8.09 84.27±3.72 0.43±0.01 

Group B 46.53±0.44 410.28±3.84 54.80±2.55 1.05±0.06 

Group C 34.83±1.10    433.01±13.65 56.45±2.88 1.13±0.06 

The number of sutures tested in each group is 6. 

 

After cutting barbs into the sides of sutures, the load bearing area of the suture is decreased 

and consequently the ultimate tensile force of the barbed suture is also reduced. The results 

for the ultimate tensile force, the percentage of loss of the ultimate tensile force, the 

measured cut depth and the percentage loss in cross-sectional area of the sutures are listed in 

Table 4-5 and plotted in Figure 4-5.  
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Table 4- 5 Ultimate tensile force (mean ± standard deviation), percentage loss of ultimate 

tensile force and measured cut depth of 6 types of barbed sutures and unbarbed control 

sutures (Group A – nylon 0, Group B – PP 0, Group C – PP 2-0, series 1 – 40% cut depth, 

series 2 – 50% cut depth) 

Sample # 

Ultimate 

tensile force 

(N) 

Percentage loss 

in ultimate 

tensile force 

Measured cut 

depth (%) 

Percentage loss in  

cross-sectional area  

Group A-

control 
46.74±0.92 - - 

-- 

Group A-1 22.38±0.99 52.1% 38.6±5.1 35.6% 

Group A-2 19.02±1.80 59.3% 51.1±4.8 50.0% 

Group B-

control 
46.53±0.44 - - 

- 

Group B-1 29.09±1.53 37.5% 36.7±3.3 33.3% 

Group B-2 25.31±1.95 45.6% 46.4±3.2 45.4% 

Group C-

control 
34.83±1.10 - - 

- 

Group C-1 16.62±1.80 52.3% 38.6±4.0 35.6% 

Group C-2 15.91±1.11 54.3% 50.2±5.3 50.0% 

The number of sutures tested in each group is 10. 
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Figure 4- 5: Ultimate tensile force of sutures in Group A (nylon size 0), Group B (PP size 0), 

and Group C (PP size 2-0). 

 

The percentage loss in ultimate tensile force for Group A and C were in excess of 50% at 

both 40% and 50% cut depth, while the force loss for Group B which was directly 

proportional to the cut depth. 

The reason for the lower ultimate tensile force of nylon sutures compared with polypropylene 

sutures with the same cut depth may be due to the crystalline regions being located primarily 

in the outer layer of the suture cross section. When the barb was fabricated, the main load 

bearing portion in the outer layer was separated from the body of the suture, which resulted 
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in a significant loss in ultimate tensile force. As the cut depth went from 40% to 50%, most 

of the cut material in the suture cross-section represented the non-crystalline, amorphous 

microstructure (Figure 4-4). So no large difference in the ultimate tensile force was observed 

between 40% and 50% cut depth.  

Groups B and C are both made of polypropylene and have a similar level of crystallinity. 

However, Group C lost higher percentage of ultimate tensile force compared with Group B at 

the same cut depth. This is likely attributed to the different suture size. The difference in 

these two suture diameters is about 0.06 mm, which is comparable to the thickness of the 

cutting blade. When the blade cut through the suture, dark regions of stress concentration 

were observed by optical microscopy (Figure 4-6) extending from the base of the cut line. In 

the Group C (PP size 2-0) images the regions of higher stress concentration were particularly 

extensive and may have caused the loss in ultimate tensile force to fall beyond that simply 

generated by the cut depth.  

 

 

Figure 4- 6: Stress concentration observed by optical microscopy showing a change in 

microstructure beyond the cutting line in the PP size 2-0 suture 
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In order to determine whether the loss of ultimate tensile force is linearly related to the cut 

depth, tensile tests of barbed sutures with a series of cut depth, such as 10%, 20% and 30%  

are needed.  

In addition to the different percentage loss in ultimate tensile force, the modes of suture 

failure under tensile loading were also different between the nylon 6 and PP sutures. Figure 

4-7 shows that when a nylon suture failed under tension, it formed two “clean” and sharply 

broken ends. On the other hand, when a polypropylene suture failed under tension it formed 

fibrillated filaments at the broken ends. This phenomenon is another example of the highly 

orientated molecules and crystalline microstructure found in the PP sutures.  

 

 

(a)Nylon size 0                      (b) PP size 0                         (c) PP size 2-0 

Figure 4- 7: Different modes of suture failure for nylon and PP sutures under tensile testing 
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4.4 Results of the tissue/suture pull-out test 

4.4.1 Influence of post-suturing time on anchoring performance of nylon barbed sutures 

Most semi-crystalline polymeric materials are viscoelastic, and so time can influence their 

mechanical properties. In order to determine whether post-suturing incubation time had an 

influence on the relaxation of the barbs and their ability to engage with the surrounding tissue 

so as to improve the suture’s anchoring performance, the barbed nylon sutures were inserted 

in porcine dermis and incubated at 37°C prior to tissue/suture pull-out testing at 4-hourly 

intervals until 20 hours post-suturing. The results of the maximum pull-out force over the 20-

hour time frame are shown in Table 4-6 and Figure 4-8. 

 

 
Table 4- 6 Maximum pull-out force results of nylon barbed sutures in porcine dermis during 

0-20 hours post-suturing time (Units of force: N) 

Post-suturing time (hr) t=0 t=4 t=8 t=12 t=16 t=20 

Average 1.25 2.00 2.08 2.33 2.32 1.97 

SD 0.83 1.18 0.68 0.93 1.25 1.04 

CV% 66.7 59.1 32.9 40.0 53.6 52.8 

The number of specimens tested in each group is 5. 
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Figure 4- 8: Maximum pull-out force results of barbed nylon sutures in porcine dermis at 4-

hourly intervals 

 

The result of student t-test between maximum pull-out force without and with incubation is p 

= 0.06. At the confidence level of 90%, this result shows that incubating the combined 

dermal tissue/barbed suture sample for a duration between 4 and 20 hours at 37°C did 

influence the suture’s anchoring ability. However, by extending the post-suturing hours 

beyond 4 hours there was no additional improvement observed. On the other hand there is 

always the risk of tissue decay, which might compromise the mechanical performance of the 

sutures and the surrounding tissues. So 4 hours of incubation after suture insertion was 

selected as the reference time to further study the influence of time on all three groups of 

sutures; nylon size 0, polypropylene size 0 and polypropylene size 2-0. 
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4.4.2 Effect of post-suturing time on anchoring performance of 6 groups of barbed 

sutures 

The effect of including a 4 hour post-suturing incubation time on the tissue anchoring ability 

of all six groups of barbed sutures as measured in terms of their maximum pull-out force is 

shown in Table 4-7 and Figure 4-9.  

 

Table 4- 7 Results of maximum pull-out force (N) without and with 4-hour post-suturing 

incubation at 37°C 

Group # Group A-1 Group A-2 Group B-1 Group B-2 Group C-1 Group C-2 

t=0 2.51±2.07 5.42±4.23 5.83±3.57 9.01±1.64 3.18±2.95 5.46±1.64 

t=4h 0.87±0.62 5.94±1.89 5.22±2.35 7.54±2.26 2.92±1.18 5.70±1.46 
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Figure 4- 9: Effect of a 4-hour post-suturing incubation on the maximum pull-out force 

 

In a previous test (Section 4.4.1), the maximum pull-out force for the skin/suture test method 

was found to increase after incubating at 37°C for 4 hours after suturing. However, when 4-

hour post-suturing incubation time was applied as a pre-condition for all 6 groups of barbed 

sutures, the result of the ANOVA test, Pr = 0.28, failed to show any significant differences. 

So the 4-hour post-suturing incubation time did not improve the tissue anchoring ability of 

these barbed sutures. 

4.4.3 Effect of cyclic loading on anchoring performance of 6 groups of barbed sutures 

Improving the barb engagement into the surrounding tissue is critical to achieve the 

maximum anchoring ability of barbed sutures. In addition to the different post-suturing 

incubation times, cyclic loading after the barbed suture insertion was another approach used 

in this study to improve barb engagement. The results of the maximum pull-out force 
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measured for all six groups of barbed sutures before and after the cyclic loading are shown in 

Table 4-7 and Figure 4-10. The result of the ANOVA test, Pr = 0.99, showed that no 

significant difference was observed at the p<0.05 level for any of the 6 pairs of data. 

 

Table 4- 8 The effect of cyclic loading on the maximum pull-out force 

Group # Group A-1 Group A-2 Group B-1 Group B-2 Group C-1 Group C-2 

No 

cyclic 

loading 

2.51±2.07 5.42±4.23 5.83±3.57 9.01±1.64 3.18±2.95 5.46±1.64 

Cyclic 

loading 
4.13±2.08 7.25±5.89 4.86±1.52 8.44±1.89 4.37±2.38 3.91±1.59 
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Figure 4- 10: Effect of cyclic loading on the maximum pull-out force 

 

4.4.4 Additional comparisons between the tissues, suture materials and suture sizes 

Based on the data from the two tests mentioned above (Table 4-7 and Table 4-8), other 

comparisons were made between the two different types of tissue, the different suture 

materials and the different suture sizes. The results of the three factors ANOVA test in which 

the suture material, suture size and tissue type were analyzed, gave values of Pr = 0.013, Pr = 

0.018 and Pr = 0.017 respectively. From the analysis it can be concluded that each of these 

three factors has a significant influence on the maximum pull-out force. In comparison, the 

interaction of two factors, such as the suture material and the suture size, and the interaction 

of three factors had no influence on the tissue anchoring ability. 
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Figure 4- 11: Comparison of the maximum pull-out force between different tissues, suture 

materials (Group A and Group B) and suture sizes (Group B and Group C) 

 

In terms of the polymer material, Group B (PP size 0) sutures have been shown to have better 

tissue anchoring performance compared with Group A (nylon size 0) sutures. This may result 

from the fact that nylon is a more flexible polymer with closed barbs that do not stand out. 

Compared with the Group C (PP size 2-0) sutures, the Group B (PP size 0) sutures had a 

higher pull-out force, which is likely to be a reflection on the needle to suture diameter ratio 

and the fact that both sutures had an equivalent needle diameter (Table 4-1). 

From the pull-out tensile force results for the barbed sutures in skin compared to those in 

tendon tissue, it is clear that the tendon tissue provides superior anchoring ability. This might 

be because tendons provide stiffer structures than skin tissue.  Highly oriented collagen fibers 
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in a tendon generate closer contact with the barbs all along the length of the suture as they 

anchor with the surrounding tissue. The larger curvature of the suture inserted into the tendon 

might be the other reason causing higher tissue anchoring ability (Figure 4-12). Barbs on the 

outside of a suture with larger curvature tend to open more widely and provide better 

engagement with the surrounding tissue. From a clinical point of view, even barbed sutures 

in tendon tissue appear to have a higher anchoring ability than in skin. However it may not be 

high enough to maintain the function of a broken tendon, in which a much higher tensile 

force is required. 

 

 

Figure 4- 12: Microscopic images of barbed sutures showing how the curvature of the suture 

encourages the barbs to open up and stand out. Left: barbs stand out along curved suture; 

Right: barbs have limited projections when the suture is straight. 
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4.4.5 Analysis of barb behavior during tissue/suture pull-out test 

During the previous sections that described the results of the tissue/suture pull-out test 

(Sections 4.4.1 – 4.4.3) the discussion focused primarily on the maximum pull-out force. But 

in addition, the tester recorded the real-time forces of each specimen throughout the duration 

of the test. Seven of these force/time curves have been plotted with different colors in Figure 

4-13. It shows a trend that is common to all 7 specimens. During the first 2-3 seconds the 

force supported by the barbed suture increases to a maximum value. This maximum value is 

called the maximum pull-out force for the tissue/suture specimen. The force then rapidly 

drops to a value below 0.45 N, which was the pretension applied to the barbed sutures before 

starting the pull-out test. Each peak in the figure represents a point of change from 

engagement to disengagement of any single or combination of barbs during the tensile pull-

out test. 
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Figure 4- 13: Force/time curves for the complete pull-out test of the seven skin/suture 

specimens in the Group B-1 

 

In summary, three different stages of barb engagement/disengagement were observed during 

the whole pull-out test procedure. Initially, at the start of the test, not all the barbs were open, 

projecting out and ready for tissue engagement. During the first 2 seconds of the pull-out test 

when an increasing force is applied (Stage 1), an increasing number of barbs project out and 
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anchor with the surrounding tissues. Then in Stage 2 when the number of engaged barbs 

reaches a maximum (no more than 10 in this study), the barbs are fully functional, and the 

pull-out force passes through a maximum as illustrated with red circles in Figure 4-14. As the 

externally applied force exceeds the maximum force the barbs can support, there is a rapid 

barb failure that causes an immediate drop in the applied force. This Stage 3 behavior is 

associated with the barbed sutures being totally pulled out, due to barb bending or peeling as 

represented by the orange arrows in Figure 4-14. In this Stage 3 there may be a few barbs 

remaining in the tissue that can cause a low level of intermediate drag or pull-out force. 
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Figure 4- 14: Three stages of barb engagement/disengagement. Stage 1 (green arrows): 

Increase of pull-out force; Stage 2 (red circles): Maximum pull-out force; Stage 3 (orange 

arrows): Rapid drop of pull-out force.  

 

4.4.6 Reasons for variability of tissue anchoring ability in 3 pull-out tests 

The results from the tissue/suture pull-out test during the two preconditioning experiments 

and the three additional comparisons mentioned above (Sections 4.4.2 – 4.4.4) have 
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generated high coefficients of variation for the observed maximum pull-out force 

measurement. There are several factors that may have contributed to this large variability.  

4.4.6.1 Different tissue origins 

Starting with the original biological materials, considerable differences existed between the 

various tissue samples used in this study. The skin samples were obtained from a number of 

different pigs at several different times. There were no prescribed requirements or limitations 

about the species, sex or age of the donor pigs. The situation was similar for the origin of the 

tendon tissue samples.  

4.4.6.2 Different tissue structures 

While all the porcine skin tissues were harvested from the flank of the pig at the time of 

sacrifice, some of these dermal tissues were thick and highly resilient (Figure 4-15), while 

other skin samples were thin and soft. With respect to the tendon tissues used in this study, 

both porcine Achilles tendon and porcine patella tendons were included. Achilles tendons 

were thick and rigid, while the patella tendons were thinner and softer.  
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Figure 4- 15: Porcine dermal tissues harvested from the flank of different pigs 

 

4.4.6.3 Different insertion resistance 

The larger and thicker needle met with some resistance during tissue insertion which 

increased the friction and led to difficulties in suturing and controlling the direction of the 

suture. The stiff and compact collagen fibers in the Achilles tendons made the penetration 

and directional control of the needle difficult, especially with the largest needle attached to 

the nylon suture (Figure 4-1). 

4.4.6.4 Untrained operator 

The operator had no suturing experience and was given verbal instructions about how to 

insert the sutures by two experienced surgeons. During the research study, the operator was 

able to solve problems and improved her suturing skills as a result. However, the quality and 

uniformity of the tissue/suture specimens prepared at the beginning of the study are likely to 

be different from those prepared at a later time.  
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4.4.6.5 Reutilization of tendon sections 

Since there was a limited amount of tendon samples, if the tendon was long enough, the 

sutured and tested section was cut off to facilitate the preparation of a second specimen from 

the same tendon sample (Figure 3-9). The two sutures inserted in the same tendon section 

might have influenced each other’s mechanical anchoring performance. So the reutilization 

of tendon sections might be another reason causing the large variability in observed tissue 

anchoring ability. 

4.4.7 Reasons for not finding significant difference with pre-conditioning treatments 

4.4.7.1 Barb openness 

After the formation of the barbs on the mechanical cutting machine, there was no guarantee 

that all the barbs would open, stand out and be ready to penetrate and anchor into the 

surrounding tissue. It appeared that the ability of the barbs on the surface of the nylon sutures 

to open and stand out was not as good as those on the polypropylene sutures. Some of the 

nylon barbs remained closed (Figure 4-16). 

 

 

Figure 4- 16: Closed barb on nylon suture surface 
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4.4.7.2 Barb engagement/disengagement 

During the fabrication of barbed sutures, 10 barbs were inserted in a 4cm suture to meet the 

requirement of the tissue/suture model. However, there is no guarantee that all barbs have the 

same openness. When the barbed section was inserted into the skin or tendon tissue sample, 

the number of barbs that penetrate and anchor with the surrounding tissue was unknown. At 

the present time there is no effective approach to control the barb engagement/disengagement 

with the surrounding tissue. 

4.4.7.3 Needle to suture diameter ratio 

The influence of the post-suturing incubation time and the cyclic loading may be masked by 

the influence of the needle size. For example, if the hole left by the needle was too large and 

the tissue was not flexible enough to recover and be in direct contact with the suture, then 

even though the barbs projected out, they would still not penetrate into or anchor with the 

surrounding tissue. Thus any improved barb engagement due to the incubation or cyclic 

loading treatment would not increase the suture anchoring ability at all. The needle diameter, 

suture diameter and needle to suture diameter ratio are listed in Table 4-1. Group A (nylon 

size 0 suture) had the largest needle to suture diameter ratio because the needle was designed 

for a looped suture. In fact, two suture threads were swaged into the same needle. However, 

only one suture was actually used in this study, which made the needle to suture diameter 

ratio the largest of all three groups. The Group B (PP size 0) suture had the lowest needle to 

suture diameter, which was 2.76. And for the Group C (PP size 2-0) suture, it had a similar 

needle size but smaller suture diameter, which increased the needle to suture diameter ratio. 
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The curved needles attached to the sutures are shown In Figure 4-1, which gives a visual 

comparison of how thick the needles were in comparison to the suture diameter. The large 

hole created in a tendon sample during the nylon suture insertion with this thick needle is 

shown in the following image. 

 

 

Figure 4- 17: Large hole created in a tendon sample during nylon barbed suture insertion 

with a thick needle 

 

4.4.7.4 Barb failure modes 

When a high level of force is applied to the barbs of a suture inserted into tissue, the barbs 

start to bend backwards and peel in the axial direction of the suture. Since all 10 barbs were 

cut to the same cut depth, that is either 40% or 50% cut depth, the peeling back of one barb 

may initiate the peeling of the next barb and so on. This kind of serial peeling or splitting can 

cause the barbs to form a bulky cluster (Figure 4-18). This bulky cluster might work in a 

similar way to the original barb, anchoring it into the surrounding tissue. However, this is not 
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the exact anchoring performance expected. At deeper cut depths when high tensile forces are 

applied, the suture itself has been found to break. In this study, only two nylon sutures were 

found to break, and they occurred during the tissue/suture pull-out testing of tendon tissue. 

 

 

Figure 4- 18: Microscopic images of failed barbed sutures after tissue/suture pull-out testing. 

Left: peeling of a single barb, Right: formation of a several peeled barbs into a bulky cluster. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Conclusions 

With the goal of evaluating the skin and tendon anchoring performance of various types and 

geometries of barbed sutures, this study has found the following six conclusions, 

1. Two different types of barb geometric configurations with a single cut angle and two cut 

depths were designed for skin and tendon tissues respectively. They were successfully 

fabricated with a specially designed mechanical cutting instrument with satisfactory barb 

uniformity. 

2. The type of polymer material, namely nylon 6 and polypropylene, appears to influence the 

ability of cut barbs to project out and engage with the surrounding tissue. The barb projection 

was observed to be greater in the more crystalline, stiffer material (polypropylene). 

3. Two types of post-suturing conditioning treatments, incubation and cyclic loading did not 

have a significant effect on the tissue anchoring ability of the prepared barbed sutures. These 

inconclusive results may have been due to the large needle to suture diameter ratio, which 

may have affected the barb anchoring ability. 

 4. Out of the three kinds of barbed sutures used in this study, the polypropylene size 0 

achieved the highest anchoring ability in both skin and tendon tissues.  

5. The following possible factors were thought to influence the tissue anchoring performance 

of barbed sutures. They are the barb openness, barb engagement, suture material, tissue 

structure, needle to suture diameter ratio and suture curvature related to the suturing pattern.  
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6. The phenomenon of barb engagement during the tissue/suture pull-out test has been found 

to involve the following three stages. As the time of the test progresses the stages include, i) 

increasing pull-out force, ii) maximum force and iii) a rapid drop in pull-out force followed 

by a low residual and fluctuating force. These changes in mechanical performance appear to 

be related to the outcome of barb failure in terms of bending and peeling. 

 

5.2 Future work 

The fabrication of barbs by cutting into the surface of conventional sutures provides a 

reliable and accurate mechanical method of making barbed sutures. However, future research 

should focus on a more effective way to open the barbs and make them stand out, especially 

for flexible materials. Comparisons among additional and different suture materials will 

provide a better understanding of how the arrangement and orientation of the polymeric 

molecules can affect the barb openness and engagement with surrounding tissues. A research 

effort to ensure that all barbs are engaged and functional is a critical point to improve the 

anchoring ability of barbed sutures and overcome the strength loss due to cutting. 

Comparisons are needed among different tissue suturing patterns that either exist or will be 

designed by creative surgeons. A reduction in the needle to suture diameter ratio may provide 

the breakthrough required for further study of barbed sutures. In order to demonstrate the 

advantages of barbed sutures over conventional ones, especially for tendon repair, it will be 

necessary to include an in vivo animal and/or clinical trial. 
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